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SECTION I
SUWA R 
This report summarizes recent progress in the development of new
I
optical instrumentation intended to achieve high-data-rate communication from
deep space to earth. Previous work 1)2 dealt with the development of key hard-
ware for a deep-space optical ccmanunications system as well as with certain
basic problems associate, with the concept of optical duplexing.
This work was continued under Contract NAS 8-20115, and the laborn-
tory prototype communications system shown in Figure 1-1 was designed, packaged,
manufactured, assembled, and tested. 3
 This equipment comprises a laser telescope
ccxnmunications package and a four-axis mount, and is operated in conjunction
with an earth beacon simulator. Tile laboratory setup is designed for performing
experiments to evaluate the laser telescope under simulated space conditions.
A special feature of the instrumentation is that all key optical
components are now reflective and Bence are independent of wavelength or choice
of laser. As new and more efficient lasers are developed in the future, the sys-
tem can readily be modified to accommodate them.
The goal of the work 6escribed in this report was to develop an es-
sentially complete laboratory version of a deep-space optical communications
1	
system along with its associated simulation and test instrumentation. The pur-
pose was to set the stage for an extensive program of laboratory testing by
'	 which this new technology could be thoroughly validated and set in perspective
fo-- the designers of future spacecraft.
1 Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report No. 8387 (Laser/Optics Techniques, First
Interim Summary Report)
2 Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report No. 8631 (Laser/Optics Techniques Second
Interim Summary Report)
3M.S. Lipsett, Instrumentation for Deep-Space Optical Ccxnmanication,
.i. Opt . Soc. Am. 58 732 (1968)
1-1
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SECTION II
OPTICAL DESIGN
2.1 INTRODUCTION
A major redesign of the transceiver optical configuration was carried
out as the result of such newly imposed design goals as:
• showing feasibility of transmitter operation at other
wavelengths, 10.6 microns in particular
• developing a new, all-reflective,lightweight, and com-
pact version of the transfer lens
• rearranging the optics for efficient packaging of the
"behind the telescope" equipment
• developing a new fine-guidance system of significantly
reduced volume and weight and with other improved
characteristics.
2.2 OPTICAL CONFIGURATION
The basic: form of the redesigned transceiver optics is shown in Fig-
ure 2-1, where for clarity details of the fine-guidance and coarse-acquisition
optics are not shown. The complete optical layout is shown in Figure 2-2. The
main features of this design are as follows:
A plane mirror with an axial perforation is located at the focal
plane of the telescope and is slightly inclined (the tilt is exaggerated in the
figure) away from the axis as shown. The perforation serves as a field stop to
admit incoming beacon light when it falls within the 2-arc-minute diameter field
of view of the optical transceiver equipment. Beacon light so admitted is next
collimated by a fixed tertiary mirror and reflected back toward the perforated
2-1
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flat which deflects the collimated beam toward two dichroic beamsplitters. The
tertiary mirror is confocal with the Cassegrain focus and exactly compensates
for the coma which, as is well known, limits the usable field of a conventional
Cassegrain telescope. This three-mirror combination is therefore properly
termed an aplanatic system (i.e., zero spherical aberration and zero comd),
which is an added bonus of the new optical configuration.
The first beamsplitter transmits the beacon light; the second re-
flects it into the reimaging optics of the fine guidance system prior to which
the be..^on light is transmitted by a noise rejection filter and by the optical
wedges of the transmit beam offset subsystem.
0
Collimated transmit light at 6328 A is reflected by the first beam-
splitter; then it follows a reverse path out the telescope as shown. Similarly,
transmit light at 10.6 microns is transmitted by both beamsplitters. Then it,
too, follows a reverse path from the perforated mirror to the tertiary mirror,
through the perforation, and out the telescope.
2.3 TRANSFER MIRROR OPTICS
The perforated mirror is pivoted electrically about two crossed axes
in such a way as to serve exactly as the previously refractive image transfer
element. We therefore terra it a "transfer mirror". A fuller description of
the transfer mirror (and its associated servo drives) is given in Sections III
and VI. Here we summarize its salient optical characteristics.
The transfer mirror is located at an image of the entrance pupil of
the telescope. Hence, by matching the transmit beam to this pupil, the condi-
tions of illumination of the telescope are independent of angular motions of
the transfer mirror, i.e., the transi-r mirror I 'his configuration steers the
transmit beam exactly as if the telescope itself were being steered.
The transfer mirror is 12.7 mm in diameter; the diameter of the cen-
	 T
tral perforation is 3.56 mm to serve as the field stop for the 2-arc-minute
diameter fine-guidance field of view. The pupil diameter at the transfer mir-
	
R!
ror is 8 mm. This value was chosen (a) to match the central perforation of the
	 J
7
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transfer mirror to the central obscuration of the telescope pupil, (b) to match
the minimum acceptance angle of narrow-band predetection filters in the region
of collimated light, and (c) to strike a balance between minimized clear aper-
tures of the beamsplitters and minimized power densities at the beamsplitters
from the 10.6-micron transmit laser.
Tire marginal rays at the transfer mirror corresponding to the 2-arc-
minute fine- guidance field of view subtend an angle of 100 arc-minutes. But, as
a ray is deflected through twice the deflection of a mirror on which it is inci-
dent, the transfer mirror must pivot only 4_25 arc-minutes about two orthogonal
axes to have a range corresponding to the 2-arc-minute fine-guidance field.
It should be noted that system focus is unaffected by translations
of the transfer mirror since it is used in a region of collimated light. How-
ever, deflections of the transfer mirror will, in general, cause field rotations,
which effect is a function of the optical geometry. In particular, if the angle
between the telescope axis and the normal to the transfer mirror is 0, then for
a transfer mirror deflection `v, the field rotates by an amount *, where
W ,,, tan -1 (2Vsine)
Because of this effect, the optics were arranged so that the transfer mirror
operates at nearly normal incidence; specifically 9 _ 7.5 degrees (0.131 radian).
Thus the maximum field rotation is
* , ± tan -1 (50 x 2.91 x 10 -4 x 0.131)
= tan -1 (1.9 x 10-3)
, ± 1.9 x 10 -3 radian (± 6.5 arc-minutes)
This value is to be compared with a tolerance of ±2 degrees and
±13.5 arc-minutes for a synchronous orbit and Martian probe mission, respectively
(see, for example, page 2-22 of Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report No. 8631).
2.4 TRANSMIT BEAM OFFSET
Servo-controlled Risley prisms serve to carry out boresight align-
ment and transmit beam offset functions. These have been taken out of the
2-5
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transmit channel where they were originally located (Case I) and put into the
receive channel (Case II) as part of the new optical configuration. This sub-
stitution is entirely optically equivalent to the previous arrangement.
In Case 1, remote adjustment of the prism pair causes the transmit
channel to he accurately offset from the receiver line of sight; and, in Case
II, the receiver line of sight is offset from the transmit channel. An impor-
tant asset of the Case II arrangement, which may be termed "an offset-tracker"
configuration, is that the offset angle is independent of `he wavelength of
the transmitted beam. Offset tracking results in an intended interaction be-
tween the heam-offset servos and the transfer lens servos. This interaction
sets hounds on the relative bandwidths of these servos. In particular, it is
necessary that the response of the transfer mirror be much faster than the re-
sponse of the prism servos.
2.5 BEAMSPLITTERS
Two unusual dichroic beamsplitter elements are specified in the lay-
out shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2. Ideally, one of these should have a transmit-
	 i
tance of unity at 10.6 microns and a reflectivity of unity at 4880
	
The other
N ^should have a transmittance of unity at both 4880 A and 10.6 microns and reflec-0
tivity of unity at 6328 A. In practice, we were able to approach these require-
,
ments closely enough during preliminary development to ensure the feasibility of
the new optical design. For example, in preliminary experiments one beaia.,plitter
was made having a transmittance of 82 at 10.6 microns, and reflectivity in ex-
cess of 99% at 4880 A. A second beamsplitter was made having transmittances of .	{^
0
91% and 81% at 10.6 nicrons and 4880 A, respectively, and a o reflectivity in ex-.
cess of 96% at 6328 A, peaking to greater than 99% at 6500 A. The reflectivity
V
peak was readily shifted up to 6328 A in future "runs" of this beamsplitter de-
sign.
Previous work, which led to the development of suitable dichroic
beamsplitters for the earlier version of the Laser/Optics Techniques breadboard,
also showed that scattered light at the beamsplitters was the primary source of
channel crosstalk, we, therefore, carried c-it a systematic investigation of
beamsplitter design from the scatter point of view prior to manufacture of the
2-6
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beamsplitters for the new optical system. I
 A description of this work is given
in Appendix A. Scatter measurements were made on optical surfaces prepared in
a variety of ways and on multila yer dielectric coatings of the type required
for the laser telescope. The additional knowledge gained was used to select
fabrication techniques for the dichroic beamsplitters, which minimized the ef-
fect of scatter on channel separation.
Another fundamental aspect of dichrcic beamsplitter design for the
revised optical design of the laser telescope arises from the provision of a
high-power CO2 laser, 10.6-micron transmit channel.
In particular, the two beamsplitters are situated in the 10.6-micron
channel in such a way that the y must transmit a high-energy-density 10.6-micron
beam without significant absorption losses. Absorption is the same as an ohmic
loss and results in local heating of the beamsplitter substrate. Such heating
is essentially non-uniform and will lead to an optical figure, error at each sur-
face of the beamsplitters. This, in turn, can result in aprreciable degradation
of the optical performance of the laser telescope. A study was therefore car-
ried out to assess optical degradation of a beamsplitter for an incident CO2
laser beam.
It was found theoretically that the effect would be significant for
a 2-mm diameter, 0.5-watt CO 2 laser beam, but would he tolerable for an 8-mm
diameter beam. Experimental measurements were made which confirmed this result.
0
The experiment was conducted by forming a Fizeau interferometer at 6328 A with a
beamsplitter and a reference flat while the beamsplitter was exposed to various
beam intensities from a commercial Perkin-Elmer Co 2 laser.
A report on this is included as Appendix B of this report. The grin-
'	 cipal conclusion is that several materials exist to support the design of an op-
0	 0
tical transceiver capable of operation at 10.6 microns, 6328 A. and 4880 A. The
main choice is between barium fluoride, which absorbs slightly at 10:6 microns,
and sodium chloride, which has negligible absorption at 10.6 microns but unfor-
tunately is highly hygroscopic. Because it is much less hygroscopicthan sodium
chloride, barium fluoride was the material chosen for the laboratory- based laser
telescope experiments. Its optical limitations in the presence of a high-power
CO 2
 laser beam are discussed in the appendix.
R.R. Austin and L.P. ddtt, Investigation of Low-Scatter Dichroic Beamsplitters
and Their Design, J. Opt.Soc.Am. 58 736 (1968). 	 2-7
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It is important to note that barium fluoride proved to be an ex-
tremely difficult material to fabricate with the interferometric precision as
well as the low surface scatter needed for ttie laser telescope. Possibly this 	
t
was due to the softness of the material and is likely to he a difficulty with	 t
sodium chloride substrates.
2.6 FINE-GUIDANCE OPTICS
The fine-guidance system has been redesigned using a new type of
optical image divider and a quadrant multi p lier phototube (QMP) for image posi-
tion sensing. 2 The image-splitting optics are a variation on the Stratoscope
II approach and rel y on ttie sitar intersection of optical surfaces to effectPP	 P	 P
image division with negligible light loss. In combination with a quadrant
multiplier phototube, the new design for the fine-guidance optics offers the
advantages of compactness and simplicity over the four-Fhotomultiplier approach
used previously.	 i
This approach is especially suited to laser-beacon tracking. For
example, the source can be chopped in square-wave fashion by switchin- from
left to right circularly polarized light. Each state can subsequently be de-
tected by a separate QM1' for twofold detector redundancy without additional
signal loss. Additional features of the QM1' apnr-i^ 1- -.-is a vis other candidates
are summarized in Table 2-1.
The simplified schematic of the fine-guidance portion of the optics
(Figure 2-3) shows an on-axis diffraction image focused between the two elements
of the field divider. Tile image is divided into four parts and the four emerg-
ing cones of light are brought back parallel to the optical axis by the use of
a pyramid-shaped field corrector. This allows the placement of a narrow-band
filter in the optical path since the energy is now passed through the filter
at near normal incidence. Tile two-element image divider also serves as a field 	 1
lens to image the entrance pupil of the optical system (primary mirror) onto 	 I
ttI £our quadrants of ttte photomultiplier tube. Given the size %J the entrance
2 R.C. Liu, M.S. Lipsett, and A.M. Ledger, Fine-Error Sensor for Null-Tracking
Diffraction Images, J. Opt.Soc.Am. 58 718 (1968)	 III
2-8
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TABLE 2-1
COMPARISON OF IMAGE POSITION SENSORS FOR TRANSFER LENS SERVO
r
Device Descript ton
.	 Optical Image Divider plu•
iour photoewilt ipl iers.
(ref. l)
Optical Image Divider plus
a single photomult ipl ter;
quadrant encoding by a
mechanical chopper.
(ref. 2)
3. Optical Image Divider
used with a Quadrant
Mu Ititilter Phototube.
(Ref. 3)
Pr.,pert iv%
lm46;e division takes place at
intersection of opticall y pol-
shed surfaces.
	
llsof u l ima tte-
divider apertures in excess of
. s Indic ► can readil y he ob-
.114Ld with very little light
loss due to hV.-ntness of sur-
face intersections; i.e., the
.1pex of a typical image divider
can be manufactured to near
perfect sharpness.
Photomult ipIterm expored inst-
antaneously to entire field of
v iew.
Optical properties as discusses!
in 1.
A mechanical device, such as a
motor-driven chopping wheel, or
a tuning fork, is used to mult-
iplex the intensity of all sox-
rents of an optically divided
field for detection b) a single
photomultiplier.
Optical properties as for i
and 2.
The Quadrant Multiplier
Phototube has been space-
qualified.
Multiplexing of the intensi-
ties of the segments of the
optically divided image is
carried out electronically
by simple switching circuitry
For the special case of track-
ing a laser beacon, two PMT's
can he used in a scheme that
achieves detector redundancy
without additionally sacrific-
ing the signal-to-noise ratio.
Imrort anl Consequences of Propertle
Each segment of qualriaected image
falls on its ewn retpective photo-
multiplier.
Duty cycle of each photomultiplier
can he 100% for maximum utilitatio
of signal light.	 An insignificant
am unt of 1 iyht is Inst when image
is ce ntered on optical divider.
May require a field stop for reduc-o
tior of background 1Ight.
	 For
example, an iris diaphragm can he
located close to the optical image
divider so as to act as a variable
field stop, and expose the photo-
multipliers to an adjustab l e field
of view,
because signal is chopped. maximum
duty cycle for one detector is SO%
However, two detectors may be ar-
ranged in a redundant configura-
tion, such that the combined duty
cycle is :00%.
Questions may he raised as to the
reliability of mechanical choppers,
Tuning fork choppers may he used
to advantage here.
Scan mode described in Ref. 3
produces a duty cycle of 50%. Thug,
ratios of signal to noise in
signal, and signal to background
noise are 1 /,'"rttmes the ratios
attainable if all the signal is
detected all the time (condition
for maximum S/N).
No moving parts are used. The
mechanical configuration is simple
and compact.
The cathode switching frequency,
the chopping frequency of the
beacon light,and the transfer
lens servo bandwidth must be
mutually compatible.
References:
1. Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report No. 8387, laser /Optics Techniques Summary Report.
_.. Perkin-Elmer Enginee r ing Report No. b346, rLinceton Advanced Satellite Study.
^.. Perkin
- Elmer Engineering Report No. 8631, Laser /Optics Techniques 2nd Interim Summary Report.
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pupil (or a relayed image of the entrance pupil) D, the distance of this pupil
from the field divider V and the photocathode size d, one chooses the focal
length of the field lens as f  • dV/(d+D), so that the diameter of the exit
pupil r►atc, ►es the photocathode size. The field leas is formed by the rwo
outer surfaces of the Image divider in c( ►mbination (Figure 2-4), whereas the
two inner surfaces are made in the form of a wedge to perform the field divi-
sion. These wedges are rotated with respect to each oc ► ►er by 90 degrees to
divide the field into four quadrants.
The advantages of this type of field divider over a conventional
Qpyramid type are twofold:
1. The optical elements can he fabricated to have razor-
hrp edges since w^^ a ►- only b iuC.	 s a	 a	 the intersection of^^ 	 K
two plane s on each optical element. The final imaging
lens is chosen to have a large image size (... 50 microns
for the f/35 focal ratio employed) enabling very precise
image division to be obteined at the final focal plane.
2. The two elements are separated slightly ( by less than the
depth of focus) to allow a variable field stop to he placed
at the final total plane of the instrument between the
elements. The field stop is constructed as two thin metal
vanes ( 0.003 inch thick) that slide against each other and
are driven by a common screw thread. The opposing edges of
the vanes are nc:ched and result in an overall field of
view that is square but continuously variable from zero to
the maximum Included field circle required by the fine-
guidance system ( 2 arc-minutes).
An optical field corrector is l ► sed to bend the light from the four
quadrants back parallel to the main optic axis. The fabrication of this field
corrector is not critical since the edges of the pyramid face and the
pyramid apex are not used. Figure 2-4 traces the light from an off - axis image
(dotted lines) through the system. The first wedge serves to refract the light
1 2 -11
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through the system to illuminate the lower two quadrants on the phototube. The
position of the image with respect to the second wedge determines the relative
level of illumination of the two lower photocathodes. Figure 2-5 shows the
Pupil illumination from a Cassegrain telescope tracker for various positions
of the diffraction image in the fine-guidance field. Tile position of the image
is sensed e l ectronically providing 'X' and 'Y' outputs to the transfer mirror
for closed loop tracking as discussed in Section VI of tKis report.
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SECTION III
INSTRUMENT PACKAGE
I
3.1	 INTRODUCTION
The revised design of the "behind-the-telescope" equipment which
previously hau been breauboarded on a 3
	
foot X 6 foot steel	 surface plate was
' packageo in the form of a compact 70-pounu assembly that attaches to the orig-
inal	 16-inch telescope front end.
	 This
	
weight
	
includes a dummy CO 2
	laser and
modulator,	 and the optics allow fur installation of a sealed-off CO 2
	laser
	
in
the	 future.
3.2	 MECHANICAL CONFIGURATION
The mechanical layout of the instrument package is reproduced
	 in
Figures 3-1 and 3-2.	 The finished unit is shown attached to the rear o f the
telesc ope in Figure 1-1 and is shown in more detail with identifying callouts
in Figure 3-3.
	 The optical paths are folued and for overall compactness are
at various
	 levels with respect
	 to the main mounting surface. 	 All mirrors
and beemsplitters operate at near normal incidence wherever practical
	 in order1 to minimize changes in the polarization characteristics of the incident beams.l
'
3.3	 TRANSMIT LASERS
A	 Perkinlasermodified version of	 -Elmer's new tooling	 (helium-
neon Model 5600) was selected for the laser telescope instrument package.
' This choice is based on the close match between the mechanical 	 specifications
of the Model	 5600 laser to the alignment requirements of the system.
The Model 5600 laser features an accurately machined nosepiece
to which the axis of the output beam is mane concentric to 0.001 inch.
	 Beam
alignment is within a few arc-minutes of the axis of the nose piece and is
stable to less than 1 arc-seconu/hour for a 2-mm beam diameter.
	 (This cor-
responds to an angLIlar stability at the output of the laser telescope of
1 W..N.	 Peters and R.J.	 Arguello,	 Fading and Polarization Noise of a PCM/IL
System,	 IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics )	QE-3 No.	 11,	 532,	 (1967)
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U.005 arc-second/hour.) The overall size of the Model 5600 latter is consistent
with an existing design for a space-qualified helium-neon laser.2
As modified for the Laser/Optics Techniques Program, the Model
5600 laser features 2-milliwatt output power anu leads terminated at a barrier
strip for connection to the power supply located remotely at the main control
console.
To ensure the feasibility of transceiver operation at 10.6 microns
with the optical system employed in the laser telescope, breadboard experiments
were car ► ied out as described in Appendix B. A typical flowing-gas, water-cooled
CO2 laser was set up at,:, used for this purpose. Sealed-off CO2 lasers are
not as yet sufficiently well developed for incorporation directly into the
equipment package without seriously compromising the performance of the asso-
ciated gimballed mount. Only one manufacturer (H Nu Systems) offers a It
 CO2 laser, and, for this laser, cooling water must nevertheless be sup-
plied through hoses. The instrument package does, however, provide for future
incorporation of a CO2
 laser for transmit channel operation at 10.6 microns.
In particular, the dichroic beamsplitters were specifically designed for
receive channel operation at 4880 A and transmit channel operation at either
or both 6328 A and 10.6 microns without modification. In addition, space was
allocated in the design of the equipment package for a CO
2 
laser and an
associated modulator. This space is occupieu by dummy CO2 laser and modulator
assemblies to maintain proper gimbal balance. To set the space and weight
allotments for the CO2
 laser modulator, the current state of the art was
surveyed and is summarized in Appendix C.
3.4 MODULATOR SUBASSEMBLY
A liberal amount of space was allocated between the helium-neon
i	 o
transmit laser and the first dichroic beamsplitter for a 6328 A modulator
subassembly. For the purpose of initial experiments with the equipment, the
modulator subassembly shown in Figure 3-4 was added to the instrument package.
This unit consists of two iris diaphragms, two objective lenses with focus
adjustments, a precision pinhole plus mount, and a tuning fork chopper. The
2 Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report No. 8765
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irises, lenses, and pinhole are used to match the diameter of the laser beam
to the working aperture of the transceiver optics. The chopper is used to
put a 1600-Hz signature on the transmit beam for boresighting ` unctions and
to assist in measurements of beam-pointing precision.
3.5 TRANSFER MIKROR MECHANISM
The perforated transfer mirror described previously is attached
by thin metal hinges to two pairs of piezoelectric bender elements situated
across too perpendicular diameters of a gimbal ring. The elements are Clevite
PZT-4 Bender Fimorphs of 0.025-inch thickness poled for the so-called parallel
Bimorph connection. 3 ' 4 An earlier version of the transfer mirror assembly
used PZT-5 material which was found to have on the order of 15 percent
hysteresis. ^4hen this material was replaced with PZT-4, the hysteresis was
reduced to below 4 percent which, for the current application, was a suffi-
ciently low value.
The elements are 3/16 inch wide and are cantilevered with a
free length of 1.25 inches from the gimbal ring. The singes that attach the
elements to the transfer mirror offer a negligibly small restraint. The spring
constant is set essentially by the moment of inertia of the transfer mirror
and by the spring constant of a pair of piezoelectric elements. The first
mechanical resonance occurs at a frequency of 105 Hz for both axes of the
present assembly. Hence, the response to an electrical input is essentially
flat from D.C. to 100 Hz.
Some important characteristics of the transfer mirror mechanism
are as follows:
1. The angular response of the mirror is essentially linear
with voltage applied to each pair of drive elements. The
range of ±25 arc-minutes requires a voltage swing of
ap p roximately 200 volts.
2. The drive elements are pure capacitances (0.015 uF each).
Thus, ohmic losses are negligible.
3 Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report No. 7302
Unpublished Clevite Engineering Bulletin
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3. Additional complicated circuitry to indicate transfer
mirr(jr position is not required, since applied voltage
relates directly to angular position.
4. The entire transfer mirror mechanism and its support
structure weigh only 6 ounces.
'fhe transfer mirror mechanism can be seen in Figure 3-3 and also
in Figure 3-5 (the latter shows a close-up view of the 6328
	
beam paths in the
instrument package).
3.6 FIELD STOP MECHANISM
The layout of the mechanism for the variable field stop of the
fine guidance system (mentioned previously in Section II) is included in
Figure 3-1 and a photograph of this mechanism is shown in Fi ,;ure 3-6. As
menti,)ned in paragraph 2.6 the vanes are guided between the crossed im6ge
splitting elements and are driven toward or away from each other by means of
a precision lead screw.
'NJ
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O
Figure 3-5. Close-up View of 3628A Transmit Beam Paths
in Transceiver Portion of Laser Telescope
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SECTION IV
FOUR-AXIS MOUNT
4.1  INTRODUCTION
In order to test the laser telescope under conditions that realis-
tically and effectively simulate operation in space, it was necessary to de-
velop ;. multiple-axis mount that had two major functions, namely:
1. To support the laser telescope by a pair of nearly
frictionless gimbals.
2. To support the gimballed laser telescope by one or more
additional axes to simulate spacecraft motion.
The first function represents the means by which the laser telescope
would be attached to a spacecraft having; its own rather coarse attitude refer-
ence system. The second represents a means by which mechanical motion of the
spacecraft can be simulated in the laboratory to test the effectiveness of
the gimbals together with the coarse-acquisition and fine-guidance system of
the laser telescope.
4.2 MOUNT CONFIGURATION
The configuration of the multiple -axis mount was established as
depicted in Figure 4-1. The laser telescope is held by two gimbals (yaw and
pitch axes) having flexure pivots and brushless torquers and synchros. The
outer gimbal (pitch axis) is constructed as a yoke that is supported by rollers
riving on tracks on a large cradle. This provides for roll motion with refer-
ence to the axis of the laser telescope when the gimbals are centered. The
ro?1-motion cradle, in turn, is part of an azimuth axis turntable assembly.
This ;urntable functions as an additional yaw axis to simulate spacecraft
motion about a second axis in addition to roll. In total then the multiple-
axis mount operates in four axes, the azimuth axis being an addition to the
original concept of a three-axis mount.
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Servo-drive, data devices, and mechanical parameters of the four-
axis laser telescope mount are as follows:
A. Yaw Assembly - Inc:ludes the telescope (16-inch) and "behind-the-
mirror" equipment package. This is the innermost axis.
1. Servo motors: Direct drive DC torquers, Inland, sire T-3203,
modified to be brushless. Two motors per axis.
2. Data Pickoff: Single-speed synchro 6-arc-minute accuracy,
Clifton Precision, size ST-17-A-1. One per axis.
3. Maximum Angular- Velocity: 0.0174 cad/sec.
4. Maximum Angular Acceleration: Limited by motors.
5. Unbalanced Load: Balanced statically. Balanced dynamicall.,
to within ±5.0 in.-lb (1-g acceleration).
6. Moment of Inertia (about the Yaw Axis): 225 in.-lb -sec 2(±10%
7. Locked Rotor Torsional Stiffness: >20 cycles/sec.
8. Yaw Bearings: Size 6032-800 Bendix flexure pivots.
9. Yaw Motion: ±7' which includes ±5" operating and ±2 0 for
mechanical shock absorbers and limit switches.
10. Absolute Positional Accuracy: 10 arc-minutes.
11. Torque Due to Flexure Bearing Elasticity: 0 to t1.3 in.-1b.
12. Weight on Yaw Axis: 290 lb
	
(±5%).
13. Locking Pin: For zero reference and locking during transport-
ation.	 Hand actuated.
B.	 Pitch Assembly - Includes the yaw assembly and gimbal.
1. Servo Motors: Direct drive DC terquers, Inland, size T-3203,
modified to be brushless. Two motors per axis.
2. Data Pickoff: Single-speed synchro, 6-arc-minute accuracy,
Clifton Precision, size ST-17-A-1. One per axis.
4-3
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3. Maximum Angular Velocity: 0.0174 rad/sec.
4. Maximum Angular Acceleration: Limited by motors.
5. Unbalanced Load: Balanced statically within *_1.0 in.-lb.
Unbalanced dynamically (3 lb. located 17 inches above the
pitch axis and coinciding with the yaw axis).
6. Moment of Inertia (about the pitch axis): 275 in.-lb -sec 2(±10%).
7. Locked Rotor Torsional Stiffness: >20 cycles/sec.
8. Pitch Bearings: Size 6032 -600 Bendix flexure pivots. The
torque due to bearing elasticity will be gravity compensated
with t1.0 in.-lb.
9. Pitch Motion: t7° which includes *-5 operating and '_2 for
mechanical shock absorbers an6 limit switches.
10. Absolute Positional Accuracy: 10 arc-minutes.
11. (a) Torque Due to Bearing Elasticity: 0 to '-1.0 in.-lb.
(b) Torque Due to Unbalanced Load: 0 to ±1.0 in.-lb.
12. Weight on Pitch Axis: 385 lb. (±5%).
13. Locking Pin: For zero reference and locking during trans-
portation. Hand actuated.
C. Roll Assembly - Includes the pitch assembly and yoke.
1. Friction Wheel Drive: Four rollers riding on tracks. Friction
drive ratio 16/1. DC torquer coupled to each of two rollers-
size T-4036 Inland torquer. A size TG-2123 Inland tachometer
is used for rate reference and velocity damping.
2. Roll Motion: *-7° which includes *_5 0 operating and ±2° for
mechanical shock absorbers and limit switches. Roll motion
is to be nominally simple harmonic with variable amplitude
0 to t5` and period 30 seconds minimum (at maximum amplitude).
3. Moment of Inertia (about the roll axis): 300 i.n.-lb-sec2(±10%).
4. Locked Rotor Torsional Stiffness: >20 cycles/sec.
J
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5. (a) Torque Due to Unbalanced Load: 0 to ±125 in.-lb.
(b) Torque Due to Friction: 70 in.-lb (;25%).
(c) Weight on Roll Axis: 510 lb. (±5%).
6. Data Pickoff:
(a) Single-speed synchro, Kearfott part Nu. 7RS941-1.
(b) Sixteen-speed potentiometer, Spectrul part number
Model 100, Servo, 10K. single section.
7. Absolute Positional Accuracy: 10 arc-minutes.
8. Locking Pins: For zero reference and locking during trans-
portation	 Hand-actuated. Four pins are provided.
D. Azimuth A;,se ►nbly - Includes the roll assembly and turntable.
1. Servo Motor: Direct drive DC torquer - Inland size T-7205.
A size TG-2123 Inland tachometer is used for rate reference
and velocity damping.
2. Azimuth Motion: +7° which includes ±5 ` operating and ±2° for
mechanical shock absorbers and limit switches. Azimuth motion
is to be nominally simple harmonic, with variable amplitude
0 to -*5° and period 30 seconds minimum (at maxiu.um  amplitude).
3. Moment of Inertia (About the Azimuth Axis): 375 in.-lb -sec 2(__*10%).
4. Locked Rotor Torsional Stiffness: 20 cycles/sec.
5. Torque Due to Bearing Friction: 60 in.-lb (=25%;.
6. Data Pickoff: Sixteen-speed potentiometer, Spectrol part No.
Model 100, servo, 10K, single section.
7. Weight on Azimuth Bearing: 750 lb (±5%).
8. Locking Pin: For zero reference and locking during transpor-
tation. Hand actuated.
4-5
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Some of the Lonstruction details of the four-axis mount are shown
in Figures 4-2 through 4-5. The yaw gimbal and pitch yoke assemblies are
both of dip-brazed construction. 'The roll axis rollers and tracks are hardened
and ground steel. The azimuth axis turntable assembly is, for the must pact,
hogged out of large plates of aluminum tooling stock.
The flexure pivot assemblies for the pitch and yaw gimbals are
illustrated in Figures 4-6 through 4-8. The roll-axis drive and data assemblies
are illustrated in Figure 4-9. The completed azimuth-axis data assembly is
shown in Figure 4-10. The azimuth axis turntable assembly, on which is mounted
the cradle and hardened tracks for thr roll-axis rollers, is shown in Figure
4-11. The roll-axis yoke assembly fitted to the azimuth exis turntable assembly
is shown in Figure 4-12. The complete four-axis mount with the laser telescope
attached was shown earlier in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 4-6. Full Scale View of Yaw Axis Pivot
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Figure 4-7. Rear View of Yaw Axis Pivot Assembly.
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Figure 4-8. Flexure Pivot Assemblies for
Pitch and Yaw Axes
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Figure 4-10. Full Scale View of the Data-Pickoff
Assembly for the Azimuth Axis Turntable
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SECTION V
SIMULATION EQUIPMENT
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Given a laser telescope and its associated four-axis mount, one
is confronted with the problem of h;,w to test the equipment in the laboratory
under conditions that realistically simulate operation in space. More partic-
ularly, first, a platform must be provided to minimize large, random pointing
disturbances resulting from floor vibrations; second, a simulated beacon source
must be provided in an array that directs a plane wavefront toward the laser
telescope as if, for example, the source were 100 million miles away; and
third, means must be provided for observing the far field pattern of light
transmitted back toward the beacon source by the laser telescope.
5.2 EQUIPMENT ARRANGEMENT
The laser telescope and an f17 collimator are mounted at opposite
=	 ends of a vibration-isolated optical bench, a Newtonian diagonal mirror being
used to fold the focal plane of the collimator across the optical bench near
_	 its midpoint. The optical bench consists of a heavily reinforced concrete
slab in the form of a large triangular plate supported by three 12-inch harry
Serva Levl pneumatic mounts. The resonant frequency of the optical beach is
approximately 1.6Hz, and floor vibrations above about 2 Hz are accordingly
attenuated. Construction details are shown in Figure 5-1.
The clear aperture of the collimator is 19 inches which ensures by
over-illumination that the 16-inch aperture of the laser telescope is fully
illuminated by beacon light. The collimator is on loar to she project.. It
is typical of Perkin-Elmer's optical laboratory test equipment and has been
shown by scatterplate interferometry to have a surface precision of better than
x/10 peak error over the unobstructed clear aperture
I a
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The collimator is surrounded by an aluminum housing to which is
attacheu a tubular aluminum shroud that flares out and surround;; the end of
the laser telescope. The telescope tube is sealed to this chro.:d by means of
a compliant diaphram. The diaphragm does not appreciably imp,cde motion of
the telescope in any of its four axes. The outer surface of the collimator
'
	
	 housing and shroud structures are insulated with a 2-inch thick layer of
polyurethan foam. The telescope is hermetically sealed to the collimator in
this way, Pnd the air between the telescope and collimator is as still and
risothermal as can readily be achieved in the laboratory.
The focal plane of the collimator is brought out through a hole
in the side of the tubular shroud into which is sealed a Barlow lens. This
lens also serves to convert the f/7 cone of the collimator to f/15 for the
convenience of the additional beacon simulator optics.
The shroud structure is supported independently with respect 	 to
the collimator and diagonal mirror mounts. 	 Thus optical alignment is unaffected
' by thermal expansion of the long tube between the telescope and collimator.
5.3	 OPTICAL LAYOUT OF SIMULATION AND TEST OPTICS
Additional optics are shown in the layout of the beacon simulator
equipment depicted in Figure 5-2.	 Their purpose is to provide a beacon source
and to enable verification of the capabil.ity of the 	 laser telescope under
simulated space conditions.
	
The major disturbances likely to be encountered
in space operation include fading of the beacon signal, 	 earthshine,	 backgroun,i
noise,	 and torquing (resulting in mispointing) 	 of the laser telescope,	 due to
mechanical disturbances from the s p acecraft.	 The results of the simulation
e%periments are intended to provide data for predicting the performance of
the laser telescope-spacecraft combinattun. 	 The results can also aid in
optimizing the design of the transfer lens servo for a particular launch con-
figuration.
At the outset of the design of the beacon simulator,	 an investiga-
tion was carried out to determine the most appropriate equipment approach for
these measurements.	 It was originally expected that the equipment would be
designed around a flying spot scanner (cathodetray tube) used as the beacon
5-3
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source; however, this approach has a serious shorecoming. Measurement of
relative fluctuations between the beacon source and the image of the transmitted
He-Ne beam is extremely difficuit when the source: itself is -Moving. A preferable
iapproach is shown in Figure 5•-3, and is based on the use of a transfer lens to
move an impge of a simulated beacon source. As the result of this arrangement,
the error sensor serves to measure only relative fluctuations between the
beacon and the beam transmitted by the laser telescope (i.e., tracking error).
The existing refractive transfer lens assembly of the Laser/Optics
Techniques breadbc_r is ideal for this application, and was therefore integrated
into the beacon simulator as shown in Figure 5-2.
i
The light source consists of a ribbon filament lamp imaged onto a
This source is chopped at 1600 Hz b a tuning fork as required b ypinhole.	 PP	 Y	 g	 (	 q	 d y
the tracking system of the laser telescope) and is powered by a well regulated,
programmable power supply. Circuitry was also built to program the supply to
simulate atmospheric scintillation (fading). E:;periments were carried out to
ensure that the beacon source could be modulated with an adequate depth to
beyond the response of the transfer mirror servos (i.e., 100% at D.C. to greater
than 25% at 50 Hz).
Provision was made to align the telescope optics in place on the
four-a.-As mount with.the aid of an autocollimating flat installed temporarily
on the vibration-isolated optical bench. A close-up view of this arrangement
is shown in Figure 5-4. The flat was then removed, the shrouds were installed,
and the complete experimental setup was then as shown in Figure 5-5.t
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ELECTRONIC DESIGN
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The electronic design of the laser telescope and its associat d
four-axis mount is described in detail in this section. The overall func-
tional block diagram of the system is given for reference in Figure 6-1, and
its planned operational modes have. been di:cussed in earlier reports. '`
The system is essentially a multiple-loop, null-balanced servo
system with an optical image splitter and a quadrant multiplier phototube
(Q,14P) as the fire error sensor. 3 In the main operational sequence, the gim-
bals are first commanded to slew toward the beacon line of sight. Once the
beacon image is picked up by the 1-degree
	
field of the coarse-acquisition
system, signals are developed that provide take-over control of the gimbals
such as to move the telescope until the beacon image enters the central 2-
arc-minute fine-guidance field. Then the gimbal servos and the transfer
mirror servos operate to drive the Image to zero error. In this ccndition
the laser telescope is tracking the beacon line of sight and pointing a
transmit beam with respect to the beacon line of sight to a design-gaal.
accuracy of less than 1/10-arc-second error.
It,
6.2 COARSE-ACQLISITION AND FINE-GUIDANCE BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION
The individual electronic bloc: diagrams of the coarse-acquisition
and fine-guidance systems are shown in Figures 6-2 and 6-3. The coarse-
acquisition system operates merely as an on-off controlled servo, while the
fine-guidance system seeks null balance in a comparatively small linear range.
1 Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report No. 8500
3Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report Nos. 8387 and 8631
R.C. Liu, M.S. Lipsett, and A.M. Le3ger, Fine Error Sensor for Null-Tracking
Diffraction Images, J. Opt.Soc.Am., 58, 718 (1968)
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Beacon light entering the coarse field is routed to the coarse sensor through
the field divider prism described previously. 4 The up, down, left, or right
sense of the anguiar error is :.hen determined from the waveform appearing in
the W output.
Beacoi. light entering the tine field is relayed by the transfer
mirror to the image divider prism, where it is divided into four parts and
teen fed into the fine sensor Q MP. If the image is located precisely at the
Apex, the four output signals are of equal amplitude. If nct, the QMF pro-
duces signals of unequal amplitude. The coarse-acquisition signals are ampli-
fied, decommittated, and then sent into the gimbal servo amplifiers. The fine
sensor error signals are similarly decommutated but are routed to the trans-
fer mirror servo drives. Signals are also developed in the fine-guidance mode
to drive the gimbals so as to maintain the transfer mirror in the nominal
center of its range.
6.3 SIGNAL PROCESSING CIRCUITRY
The circuit details of the signal processing as well as the operat-
ing principle are described in this section. Since the signal processing cir-
cuits in the fine-guidance and coarse-acquisition systems are essentially
identical except for the decommutating logic gates, only the circuits in the
'
	
	 fine-acquisition system will be discussed. In principle, common fine and
coarse tracking signal processing circuitry is possible except for the signal
'
	
	 channels following the sensor detectors. However, this approach was not at-
tempted becauze the QMP image locations in the fine and coarse sensors with
respect to the gimbal axes were not designed to be identical.
6.3.1 QMP Sens ors
EMR type 573
-E quadrant multiplier phototubes ale used in both the
coarse-acquisition and fine-guidance systems. Quadrant switching is accom-
plished by employing four field effect transistors in series with each '.athode
as shown in Figure 6-4. The "on" condition in a given quadrant is achic.. %ed by
4
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lowering the drain resistance of the FET when a control signal to the gate is
received through a capacitor-coupled circuit so that the cathode potential
becomes about the same as the bias electrode potential. Likewise, the "off"
	 a
,-andition is obtained by placing a high resistance in the cathode circuit so
that the bias electrode becomes sufficiently negative with respect to the
cathodes. While the switch networks are operated nominally at -2800 volts,
the transistors are well protected by zener clamps between each ga.:e and
source. Sufficiently fa-t cathode switching is achieved by lowering the j
drain resistor value with a shunt voltage bleeder so chat the drain currents
are not restricted by the dynode voltage divider resistor value.
The gate drive waveforms for each quaerant are also shown in Fig-
ure 6-4. A cathode switching rate of 400 Hz was selected as required by the
	 l
1.6-KHz chopping frequency selected for the beacon source. The relationship
between cathode switching rate and beacon modulation prevents ambiguity in the
QMP output signals.
6.3.2 Detector Amplifi er
As the output of the QMF has a relatively high impedance, it is
necessary to provide impedance matching for further amplificatijn. Each de-
tector amplifier, which is mounted close to its respective QMP, consists of
a wideband FET operatic,..al amplifier with a light-controlled photoresistor
(Raysistor) as the feedback element. This circuit is shown in Figure 6-5.
The output level is maintained constant to make the system relatively inde-
pendent of beacon light intensity. Although this could have been done by
controlling the anode supply voltage of the phototube, a simpler automatic
gain ceatrol circuit was de-%,',sed. It utilizes the effect of large change in
photcresistance from a small change in lamp current of the Raysistor, and the
same result is accomplished. Another feature of the Raysistor AGC circuit is
its ability to de-emphasize high frequency response by automatically increas-
ing the time constant of the amplifier whenever the signal level becomes low.
The output signals of the detector amplifier contain the image
position information in the form of pulses. Hence, short rise-time.,
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overshoot and wide response characteristics of the preamplifier circuitry
are necessary, although some high-frequency de-emphasis must be provided
to reduce photon noise. Accordingly, a 3 pF capacitor is added across the
feedback element. As described later, in order to avoid additional lag
from the detector amplifier when the beacon signal intensity is low and the
feedback resistance value is extremely high (affecting the stability of the
position loop), a 10 -megohm resistor- is added across the input and output pcints
of the amplifier.
A series clipper with two diodes is c ,)nnected between the detec-
tor amplifier and the AGC amplifier. Any voltage greater than two energy
gaps is thus amplified to alter the illumination incident on the photoresis-
for and thereby change its resistance. This AGC circuit has a control range
of approximately three decades of equivalent resistance, and is limited mainly
by the effect of the shunt resistor. It is therefore able to compensate for
a signal variation of 1000 to 1.
The top waveform of Figure 6-6 is a typical waveform of the fine-
guidance detector amplifier when the image is located very close to the apex
of the splitting elements. The bottom four waveforms are of the quadrant switch
control gates. It should be noted that the signal waveforms on the top are
produced by quadrants IV and I. I and II, II and III, III and IV, and IV
and I from left to right.
The transfer ratio of the combined image splitter, QMP, and detec-
tor amplifier was measured as 1/6 volt per arc-second of telescope orientation.
6.3.3 Limiter
The output signals of both detector amplifiers are clipped in order
to operate a synchronous clamp, to generate the quandrant switching and signal
processing control logic gates, and to discriminate between coarse and fine
control modes. A very effective limiter circuit was devised that uses an
operational amplifier with a bridged reference diode as shown in Figure 6-7.
The reference diode provides a semifloating stable voltage which is estab-
lished from the plus and minus power supplies with two series resistors.
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Figure 6-6. Typical Fine-Guidance Detector Amplifier
Output Wavc-form (Top) and Quadrant
Switch Control Waveforms
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When clipping occurs, the top and bottom terminals of the reference diode
are connected to the summing point and the output of the operational ampli-
fier, the polarity depending on the polarity of the input voltage. Since a
stable voltage is always established across the reference diode and the high
forward path gain of the amplifier is not reduced by a shunt between its
output to input during the transitional period, symmotrical, hard-amplitude
clipping is obtained with sharp zero-crossing transitions.
6.3.4 Control Gate Generator
Since the system employs time-division multiplexing, various
control gates are necessary for signal processing as well as for quadrant
cathMe switching. In order to minimize possible crosstalk arising in the
multiplex ,'.ng system, the control gates are synchronized to the input signal
so that pulse signals are always limited in their assigned time slots. The
control gates are generated by using a phase lock oscillator, a binary
divider chain, and a logic diode matrix.
As shown in Figure 6-8, the signals from the limiter are fed.
into a phase-sensitive demodulator to compare the phase relationship witn a
local voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The VCO is a Wien-bridge network
with a voltage-controlled resistor for frequency control. The oscillator
output is clipped by a circuit similar to the limiter previously mentioned.
The control voltage is applied to the VCO fron, the phase demodulator to
change the frequency such that the output signal generated is a square wave
phase-shifted 90 degrees with respect to the input.
The QMP control gates are produced by following the VCO output
by the circuit shown in Figure 6-9 which generates four 90-degree phase-
shifted square waves. The complementary outputs of flip-flop FF-1 trigger
pair of flip-flops, FF-2 and FF-3, and a proper reset is provided in order
to avoid phase ambiguity.
The way the signals are processed fur the coarse-acquisition and
fine-guidance sysLems is illustrated in Figures 6-10 and 6-11. The illumina-
tion of the QMP photocathodes is illustrated to the left, and the relationships
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Figure 6-9. Binary Divider Chain for Generation of Four
90-degree Phase-shifted Square Waves.1
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between the quadrant switching gates and the bridge amp'ifier outputs are
illustrated to the right. The deconumitator control lcgic Kates and the
gated waveforms are also shown in the figures. Inspection cf :11ese figures
shows how the decommutating g aces are related to the quadrant switching
gates. For instance, in the case of the fine-guidance system, we see that
the vertical angular error is obtained by combining the quadrant signals in
the form (IV plus I) minus (ii plus ill). Likewise the horizontal angular
error is obtained by taking quadrant signals (I plus II) and subtracting
(III plus IV). For the coarse-acquisition system, the image geometry with respect
to the gimbal axes allows the quadrant switch control waveforms to be also used for
decommutation. For the fine-guidance system, the decommutator gate control signals
are generated by using a diode logic matrix as shown in Figure 5-12.
The frequency-determining network of a modified Wien-bridge
oscillator is shown in Figure 6-13. The transfer function of the modified
Wien-bridge can be expressed as
If it is assumed that for oscillation the amplifier gaj.n is A, one obtains
2 2	 RT	2	 R+RT (3-A)R C
	 2 R+1	 s + RC 2 R+RT	 + 1	 0.
Ri 3 RT
Titus , when A
R
2	 1
s	 _ -
R2C2	
RT
2 R+RT
K+3RT
Therefore, when the gain is adjusted to +3
the system will oscillate at a frequency of
	 1	 Hz.
2 n RC^2 R+RT
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Four waveforms related to the phase-lock circuit are shown in
Figure 6-14.	 They are,	 from top to bottom,	 the detector amplifier output,
the	 limiter output,	 the VCO output,	 and the phase-lock circuit output.
6.3.5	 Synchronous Clamp and Bridge Amplifier
The null-balance servo-system employed is inherently insensitiveYY
to do offset of the detector amplifier. 	 To further minimize background illu-
mination noise,	 the synchronous clamp shown in Figure 6-15 is employed to
restore zero level from the capacitor-coupled,	 detector-generated wavcform.
A shunt FET switch,	 which is synchronously "on" and "off" with respect tc
the beacon signal,	 is driven by the limiter circuit. 	 The high input impedance
amplifier and an extremely high "off" resistance of the FET switch result in
i
undistorted waveforms. J`
a
A	 signalpair of complemental	 waveforms are needed to route the
fine and coarse error signals through the signal processing logic with correct
polarity to t_ae proper torquers. 	 These are obtained by a cascaded operational
inverter having a frequency response compatible with the main amplifier.
	
A
typical detector output waveform together with the synchronously clamped
bridge-amplifier outputs is shown in Figure 6-16.
6.3.6	 Decommutator Amplifier
The amplitude, sense, and axis of the angular error signals have
to be extracted before the signals are routed to the gimbal and transfer mirror servo
amplifiers. As shown in Figure 6-17, this is accomplished by connecting the
decommutator gate inputs to the bridge amplifier outputs while summing the
	
E
signals by an operational amplifier. In order to smooth out do error signals
from the sampled error signal and to compensate the Bode characteristics.,
capacitor is added across the feedback resistor.
r^
6.3.7 Coarse-Fine Discriminator
A discriminator is provided in the system to accomplish handover
between the coarse and fine error sensors to select the proper control mode
for the servos.
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Figure 6-14. Waveforms Related to Phaselock
Circuitry: Detector Amplifier Output,
Limiter Output, VCO Output, and Phase-
lock Circuit Output, from top to bottom.
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Figure 6-16. Typical Detector Waveforms: From Top
to Bottom, Detector Amplifier Output,
Complemental Bridge Amplifier Outputs
with Zero Clamp.
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This discriminator is shown in Figure 6-18 and consists of a nar-
row bandpass filter, a rectifier, and a level detector. When either the fine
'	 or coarse error sensor is functioning, the output signal from the limiter will
con in a strong spectral component at 1.6 KHz. This component is identified
by ail operational amplifier bandpass filter with a twin-T in the feedback loop
thaving a center frequency of 1.6 -CHz and a normalized bandwidth of 0.2. The
filtered signals are rectified, and applied to the operational ampli:ier level
detector. The detector flies from one stare to another only when the rectified
signal exceeds a predetermined level. (The threshold level was experimentally
determined so that a smooth handover is achieved among the functional modes.)
The output is then fed into a logic neuwork to generate appropriate gates for
functional control of the system.
6.4 GIMBAL AND TRANSFER MIRROR SERVO SYSTEMS
The servo system of the laser telescope was designed to operate ac-
cording to three different control modes. These are:
a. Manual control mode - commanded by an e::ternal
synchro input.
b. Coarse-acquisition control mode - operates with
gimbal rate damping.
C. Fine-guidance control mode - operates by tracking
an inertial target (tile beacon).
Switching among these control modes is accomplished automatically
by transistor switches which are controlled by the output states of the coarse-
fine discriminator described in the pr ceding section.
During tracking, first the manual control brings the telescope
within the coarse field range. Once the image falls inside of -^1/2° field,
the servo drives the telescope into the fine-guidance field. When the image
lies within ± 1 arc-minute field, is allows the fine-guidance loop to capture
and stabilize the telescope to keep the net position of the transfer optics
at zero.
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6.4.1 Manual Control Mode Servo Operation
Tile manual contrc:l system consists of a synchro servo, a control
transmitter (CX) and a control transformer (CT). The CX is excited by 400 Hz
and its secondary winding energizes the CT primary. The servo output is di-
rectly connected to the CT shaft at one of the flexure pivots of the pitch or
yaw gimbal. Thus the output of the CT is proportional to the angular differ-
ence between the CX and CT. The error signal is sensed by a phase-sensitive
demodulator with a low pass filter. Any differences are amc)lified and applied
to control the servo output and drive the pitch or yaw gimbal in such a way as
to reduce the difference to zero.
Tile analytic block diagram for manual control is shown in Figure
6-19 and is essentially identical for the pitch and yaw axes. For simplicity
we ignore the effect of the load viscous damping, and the compensated open-
loop transfer function is obtained by cascading the block functions, viz.,
Go(s) _ KpaKmaKmKsKfa
Js
J
6
where
K	
1+0.75s
pa	 0.75s
K- 20 volts
ma	 volt
K	 0.08 `t-lb
m	 volt
J	 = 23 ft-lb-sect
K	 - 86 volts
s	 rad
K	 = 4 
1+0.3s
fa	 1+0.03s
Therefore,
= servo preamplifier transfer function
= servo main amplifier transfer ratio
motor constant
pitch axis moment of inertia
( - 19 ft-lb-sec 2
 for yaw axis)
= synchro system transfer ratio
= feedback amplifier transfer function
J
I
G(s)
	
_ 32(1+0.75s)(1+0.3s)
o 
s (1+C.03s)
Tile open-loop Bode asymptotic diagram is shown in Figure 6-20,
which has a slope of 6 dB/oct at the crossover in the neighborhood of 1 Hz.
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6.4.2 Coarse-Acquisition Control Mode Servo Operation
The servo must be well damped and have low angular rates during
the coarse-acquisition control mode to permit subsequent capture into the
limited range of the fine-guidance mode. This is accomplished by connecting
a derivative network in the feedback loop of the pitch and yaw servo loops.
Figure 6-21 shows the analytic block diagram of the coarse-
acquisition control system. A practical operational amplifier differentia-
tor is featured to avoid introducing instability and noise. The desired
maximum rate in the coarse-acquisition control mode is on the order of 1/15
degree per second. Assuming that the open-loop gain is sufficiently higher
than unity, the closed loop expression of the coarse-acquisition control can
be approximated as follows:
R (s) '' K 1 K
g s
whe re,
K
	
= 6.8s	 = derivative feedback loop
transfer function
and
K	 _ 86 volts 	 1.5 deg
volts
rad	
_ synchro transfer constant.
s 
The coarse-acquisition error signal is clipped to ±0.6 volt. The
transient rate will thus be:
0.6 (v)	 1	 deg
6.8(sec)xl.5 (deg)	 15	 sec
The compensated open-loop transfer function of the coarse-
acquisition control loop is obtained from:
1
1
1
1
0 (s) _ 1+0.75s x 
z0 
x 0.08 ft-lb	 2	 v
o	 Ss	 2( v /ft-lb-sec ) x 86 ( Lad ) x
23s
6.8s
(1+0.02s)2
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which yields
Go(s)	 821(1+0.75s2 y 8.1(1#-0.75s)
s (1+0.02s)
	
The bode asymptotic plot of the compensated system is shown in
Figure 6-22.
6.4.3 Fine-Guidance Control Mode Servo
The pitch and yaw axes move to keep the average position of the
transfer mirror servo drive at the center (or zero) of its range. In the fine
guidance control mode s the input to these loops comes from the position of the
transfer mirror with respect to the principal axis of the telescope.
To determine the required amplifier gain
.
, we may carry out the
computation for the static condition. Since the nominal crossover frequency
of the system is given by
/K
wn s	 J
whe re
K	 = gain constant
J^ -	 ft-lb-sec2 . axis moment of inertia
u	
- 12 rad	
nominal crossover frequency
n	 sr:c
we obtain
K	 3310 ft-lb
rad
If the error needs to produce 3310 ft-lb/rad with 3.3 volts per
arc-minute (which is the error sensor scale factor in the signal processing
network), one cbtains the required preamplifier gain from the block dia-ram
of Figure 6-23 by the expression:
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r
3.3x60x57.3 (rad) x K x20xO.O8 
(ftv
ad
lb) 
= 3310 
(f r b)^P'd
This leads to K	 = 0.18.
pa
Again foz simplicity, if the transfer function of the motor includ-
ing the effect of load is assumed to be Km/J A s 2 , and if an integrator is used
In the forward path to ensure high gain at low frequency, the uncompensated
l i
gain asymptote will have an 18 dB/oct slope. In order to provide adequate
margins in the vicinity of u)= 12 rad/sec for stability, a log-lead compensa-
tion network is added. Cascading the error sensor scale factor, the servo
amplifier gain, the torque motor transfer function, and the compensation func-
tion
.
, we obtain the compensated open-loop transfer function as; {
	Go(s) _
	 j47(1+0.75s)(1+0.3s)
s (1+0.027s)(1+0.006s)
The compensated Bode plot has a slope of 6 dB/oct at the crossover
frequency of 2 Hz as shown in Figure 6-24.
The overall circuit schematic diagram for the pitch axis servo is
shown in Figure 6-25, and that for the yaw axis servo is not shown since it is
essentially the same.
6.4.4 Transfer Mirror Servo Drive
The Bimorph elements which support the transfer mirror are driven
by a pair of high voltage operational amplifiers. The Bimorph load is highly
capacitive, so a current limiting resistor is needed in series with the ampli-
fier forward path as shown in Figure 6-26 to prevent excessive current flow.
A capacitor C. is added across the input and output points of the operational'
amplifier to avoid instability.
f
The transfer function of this amplifier can be _-xpressed as
	
E  (a) _ - R2 	 1
E	
-	 R	 sfiRC
i	
1 9C(R2+R3)(1+ 
R2
+R o ) +1
2 3
	
_	 1
R2	 2	 1	 1C C O RR 	
+R 3
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o R2 R + C C o R2 R3 ,f3
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Figure 6-25. Pitch Axis Servo Circuit Schematic.
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The re f ore
U'n	 'VC C 
I 
R R	 undamped natural frequency
0 2 3
and
= R22R3	
C C R	 = damping ratio0 2 3
For
	 = 1, one obtains
4 C 
o 
R 2 R 3C =	 2 .
( R2 +R3 )
Substituting the actual values, R2
 = 330 K, R3 = 10 K, and C o
 = 0.03 µF
(including cable and piezoelectric capacity),we obtain C - 0.0034 µF. The
natural frequency of the circuit is approximately 1 KHz, so that it does not
introduce appreciable lag in the transfer mirror loop.
The transfer mirror loop may be treated as a Type-0 servomechanism.
The gain constant is selected to be about 50 dB. Since the gain may vary with
telescope focus, a single lag stabilization network is used which attenuates
the gain by 6 dB/act before any remaining lag becomes effective. Since the
transfer mirror mechanical assembly has a resonance frequency of about 100 Hz,
a crossover frequency of 40 !iz was selected to ensure a sufficient margin
agai.:s*_ oscillation.
The transfer function of the transfer mirror loop can be ex-
pressed as
G s
	
= K K K K
	
1	 1 _
0 ( )	 tm mp sa and l+sT 1
 1^-sT2
where
Ktm = 0.6 arc-sec/jolt= transfer mirror sensitivity
Kmp Z 6 volt/arc-sec = QMP-detector amplifier transfer
ratio
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Ksa = 82 volts/volt = decormiiutator and amplifier constant
Kmd = 33 volts/volt = mirror drive amplifier constant
The time constant T1 is determined by the RC feedback network in the
detector amplifier, which may be ignored except when operating with extremely
weak signals. To avoid this additional lag in the forward loop, a 10-megohm
resistor is added across the feedback photoresistor element.
The time constant of T 2 = 1 second is used so that the crossover
occurs at about 40 Hz with a nominal gain constant factor of 270.
The triangular and step responses of the transfer mirror servo
have been measured and the test results are shown in Figure 6-27.
6.5 AZIMUTH AND ROLL SERVO
As mentione6 previously, the basic function of the azimuth aid
roll axes is to facilitate testing the gimballed laser telescope in the
presence of simulated spacecraft disturbances. The servo design of these
axes is as follows:
6.5.1 Azimuth Axis Servo
The azirr.uth servo loop uses tachometer-stabilized, position-
foilower feedback with a direct-drive torque motor as the actuator. The
requirement for the azimuth servo is to track an input angle at a uniform
rate of 1 degree per second with a permissible tracking error of 0.1 degree;
thus, a velocity constant of Kv = 10 rad/sec is required. To be conservative,
Kv = 20 rad/sec was chosen for the design.
Figure 6-28 shows the basic configuration of the azimuth loop.
The tachometer feedback inner loop is chosen with a velocity constant of 20
rad/sec. Since the moment of inertia of the azimuth gimbal is 31 ft-lb-sec 2,
the equivalent damping is 620 ft-lb-sec. The required preamplifier gain, Kpa,
in the servo amplifier is determined from the equation
rReport No. 9365
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KpaKma KmKt 
- 
620 ft-lb-sec
whe re
K	 = 20 volts	 = main amplifier gain
ma	 volt
ft-lb
Kin	 = 0 ' 5 volt	
= motor torque constant
and
K	 10	
volt	
= tachometer constant,
t	 rad/sec
leading to KPa = 6.2.
To determine the error amplifier gain, Ksa, the basic equation for gain con-
stant equilibrium can be used, viz.,
-1
KsaKfb Kt	 = 20 rad/sec
where
Kfb = 52 volts/rad - potentiometer constant.
Therefore,
Ksa = 3.85. The system stiffness is thus 52x3.85x62, or
approximately 12,400 ft-lb/rad.
In order to stabilize the system tinder closed loop conditions, a
lag compensator with a ratio of 5 is chosen. The compensated curve has a
slope of 6 dB/oct at the crossover frequency of 4 rad/sec. The compensated
asymptote is shown in Figure 6-29.
6.5.2 Roll Axis Servo
The basic design of the roll axis servo is essentially the sa:ae as
1
1
1
1
1
1
that of the azimuth axis.
driven by the servo motors
load by the friction wheel
same as for the azimuth ax
in the design.
The 25 ft-lb-sec 2
 load inertia of the roll axis is
through a stepdown ratio of 16:1 from motor to
drive. The required velocity constant is the
is, 10 rad/sec, and again Kv = 20 rad/sec is chosen 1
Because of the higher friction (estimated as approximately 12
ft-lb), and lower inertia compared to the azimuth axis, a higher inner loop
f-36 D
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Figure 6-28. Block Diagram of Azimuth Servo Loop
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Figure 6 ,29. Bode Asymptotic Diagram for Com ensated
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Transfer Function of Azimuth Servo Loop
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gain is chosen with a velocity constant of 30 r.ad/sec. The load inertia
reflected to the motor is (1/16)  2 x 25, or 0.098 ft-lb-sec 2  and tite required
damping in the minor loop is 0.098 x 30, or 2.94 ft-lb-sic. The required
preamplifier gain is determined by
KpaKmaKmKt
	
= 2.94 ft-lb-sec
where
K	 20 volts	 = main amplifier gain
Ilia
	 volt
Km
	0.12 volt
ft-lb 	
= motor torque constant
and
K	 1.05 
volts	
tachometer constant
t	 rad/sec
Therefore,
K	 = 1.18 is obtained
	 Rewriting
pa
•	 g
-
KsaKfbKt 
1	
20 rad/sec,
solving for Ksa , and inserting Kfb ' 3.3 volt/rad, and Kt . one obtains Ksa
1)
6.4. The system stiffness of the roll axis is thus 3.3 x 6.4 x 16'-
x 2.94/1.05, or approximately 16,000 ft-lb-rad. A lag compensator with a
ratio of 5 is used as in the azimuth axis.
	 -
^j
6.5.3 Circuit Schematic
The overall circuit schematic diagrams for the azi.rnL:th axis and
::oil axis servos are shown in Figure 6-30.
6.5.4. Experimental Performance
An effort 3s been made to confirm how well the azimuth axis and
roll axis servos behave, step voltage inpv.ts were applied and results were
recorded by Sanborn model 320 dual channel recorder. Reproductions of re-
corded output are presented in Figure 6-31. The positio:t accuracy for each
axis was measured with the application of 0.03 Hz sinusoidal disturbance;
accuracies of 0.04 degree and 0.05 degree were obtained from azimuth and
roll, respectively.
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SECTION VII
OPERATING EXPERIENCE
7.1 INTRODUCTION
As reported in the preceding section, detailed electrical measurements
were taken to assess the performance of individual subsystemG of the laser
telescope. Here we shall briefly discuss additional observations of a more
qualitative nature which were made to judge the performar^e of the complete
system and the interactions among the varioLis subsystems
7.2 DESCRIPTION OF OBSERVATIONS
When the various servo loops described in Section VI were closed,
it became possible to exercise the complete operational cycle of the laser
telescope. The simulation equipment described in Section V was used, and a
typical experiment was conducted as follows:
(a) Iaitially the telescope was pointed several degrees in pitch
and yaw away from the beacon line of sight.
(b) The telescope was next commanded to slew toward the pre-
dicted location of the beacon.
(c) W	 the coarse-acquisition system picked up the beacon
i
	
signal it assumed control of the pitch and yaw gimbals.
(d) The coarse-acquisition system now having control of the
gimbals drove the laser telescope toward the operating
field of the fine-guidance. system.
^.	
(e) Hand over from coarse acquisition to fine guidance occurred
and the fine-guidance system assumed control of the gimbals.
The gimbal; were driven in this mode to keep the transfer
-	 mirror nominally in the center of its range.
1
	
	 This concluded an acquisition cycle which took, on an average
between. 10 and 20 seconds. The transmit laser was turned
on throughout the acquisition cycle as it had little or no
effect on the cycle time or performance.
-1
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The fact that
	 fractional-arc-second-accuracy beam-pointing
by the laser telescope was accomplished at Cie end of this
cycle was displayed visually with the arrangement
	 illustrated
previously in Figure 5-2.
	 The far field-pattern of the
laser telescope was projected onto a globe of the earth
as if the spacecraft-earth range were 100 million miles;
i.e.,	 to the	 laser telescope the globe had an apparent
angular subtense of 16 arc-seconds,
	 and the beacon appeared
Lo originate from a specifiz point on the globe.
	 When the
laser-telescope had acquired and was tracking the simulated
earth beacon,	 the central core of the Airy pattern of the
transmitted beam (0.4 arc-second diameter - or 200 mile
diameter on the globe) appeared almost completely station-
ary,	 and was centered on the beacon location.
	 A photograph
of this pointing performance is shown in Figure 7-1.
When spacecraft motions were simulates: by producing fairly j
severe roll and azimuth motions with the outermost axes
of the four-axis mount
	
(typically ± 4 degrees in several
seconds),	 the laser telescope continued to project a nearly
stationary image onto the g..obe.	 As the core of the Airy
pattern subtended an angle of 0.4 arc-second,	 and as this
image moved less than 1/4 of the core diameter during this
demonstration,	 it	 is evident that the system was tracking
and pointing with a precision of at least	 1/4 x J.4 = 0.1
arc-second.
I
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SECTION VIII
1
1
1
DISCUSSION
This report has summarized how early concepts and development of
key hardware for deep-space optical communications were refined and incorporated
into a working laboratory prototype of a laser telescope for deep-space com-
munications missions.
Proven features of the earlier breadboard hardware were retained,
but important innovations were added in order to'
(a) minimize the weight of the instrumentation.
(b) package the instrumentation compactly.
(c) develop special test instrumentation by which the perform-
ance of the laser telescope can be tested via simulated
space experiments.
(d) show the feasibility of adapting the system for a trans-
mitter wavelength of 10.6 microns.
In meeting these goals a new optical design was implemented. All
of the key optical components are now reflective and hence independent of
operating wavelength or laser choice. Moreover,special dichroic beacnsplitters
were developed and incorporated which permit operating the present laser tele-
O
s:ope at a beacon wavelength of 4880 A and a Lran-mitter wavelength of 6328 A
and/or 10.6 microns. As a result of the revised optical design, it was possible
to develop and implement an elegant reflectiv,.: version of the refractive trans-
fer lens used previously. This new "transfer mirror" is remarkably compact
and simple, yet is exceedingly powerful in terms of being responsible fu g the
F fractional arc-second pointing precision of the laser telescope. Also to
am
help in the achievement of design goals, a new fine-guidance system was de-
veloped that combines the optical efficiency of an optical image splitter
with the compactness and reliability of a quadrant multiplier phototube.
8-1
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Experiments were carried out with the laser telescope to show that
the system is now fully operational under conditions that validly simulate
The stage is now set to conduct a program of laboratory
space experiments as fractional arc-second tracking,
ion, earthshine effects, statior transfer and fading
nulated. Through such experiments, which are now underway,
data will be gathered to help the designers of future
is new communicz.tions technology.
8-2
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APPENDIX A
SCATTER INVESTIGATION
Since any scattered light in the transceiver will hinder channel
separation, an investigation was undertaken to determine the factors contributing
to scattered light and ways to reduce their effectl
i Many sources of scatter were investigated and hundreds of samples
were examined. Quantitative measurements of the percentage of incident light
scattered in reflection from a sample were made on an instrument designed and
built at Perkin-Elmer by Dr. H. Polster and Mr. J. Douglas. The instrument,
seen in Figure A-1, utilizes a two-beam configuration in which the output of
a laser is chopped into a sample beam and a reference beam. The sample beam
is formally incident on the piece to be measured and any light scattered back
	
'	 from the piece will be collected by an integrating sphere. The reference beam
is directly incident on the wall of the sphere after passing through variable
attenuators. The measurements are taken by adjusting the reference beam in-
tensity until the illumination in the sphere is equal to the illumination due
to the scattered light from the sample. The sensitivity of the instrument is
such that scatter as small as 4 x 10 -6% has been measured.
Although other schemes exist for measuring scattered light, the
important thing in our study is that all samples were measured the same way
and conclusions are based only on comparisons between samples. In comparing
samples we found that the reflectivity cf 9 surface has a significant effect
on the scatter measurement of that surface; reflectivities had to be measured
and considered in all ccmparisons between samp'es.
All optical elements scatter light but usually surfaces with
multilayer dielectric coatings contribute scatter that is at least an order
R.R. Austin, and L.P. Mott, Investigation of Low-Scatter Dichroic Beamsplitters
and Their Design, J.Opt.Soc.Am., 58 736 (1968).
A••1
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of magnitude larger than that due to glass alone. Our investigation was
therefore concentrated on dielectric coatings.
We did, however, consider contributions to scatter due to glass
lements themselves. A well ;polished piece cf fused silica shows a scatter
of only 5 x 10 -5%, an almost negligible value compared to other sources of
scatter. Of course scratches, sleeks, and digs in the surface, as well as
bubbles and in homogeneity in the bulk glass, will greatly increase scatter,
but these are avoidable through careful selection, handling, and polishing.
Cleaning techniques, especially prior to coating, have been given
much attention at "Perkin-Elmer. The following is a technique that was found
to leave a surface clearer than any other technique, evaluated from a scatter
measurement standpoint:
1. Ultrasonic cleaning in mild detergent
2. Hot tap water rinse
3. Methanol rinse
4. Methanol vapor degrease
We then turned to an investigation of conditions in the coating
	
w
chamber as to their effect on scatter. Cleanliness of the chamber has been
shown to be of prime importance in reducing scatter in the coated pieces.
	
l:j
In a controlled experiment scatter rose from 0.14% to 0.37% in going from a
	 }
clean chamber to one that had been used only two or three times. Contaminated
chemicals also add to the scatter of a coating and new chemicals should be
used when scatter reduction is important. The use of a shutter can help
ccntroi scatter in two ways; the evaporation rate may be stabilized and im-
purities in the chemicals may be purged before the substrate is exposed.
In considering coating procedures, we found that high evaporation
rates were the biggest contributor to scatter. When we coated some samples
at various rates the scatter declined from 0.32% to 0.18% in changing the rate
so that the same coating was deposited in 3 minutes instead of a half minute.
A-2
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'	 As a coatiro run proceeds, the temperature of the substrate rises and the
evaporation rate must be raised to maintain the same deposition rate; this
'	 rate increase also causes scatter to increase. For slow evaporation rates,
the powder form of the chemicals seem to perform as well as the chunk form.
This of course assumes new uncontaminated chemicals. The use of glow dis-
charge for coating durability and rotating tooling for vapor distribution can
be included in a coating run without increasing scatter as long as cleanliness
'	 is observed.
Through systematic investigation we have produced coatings with
0.14% scatter at a reflectivity of better than 99%. Without taking the pre-
cautions outlined here, scatter could have run in excess of 2%.
The dichroic beamsplitter had to be made using a barium fluoride
substrate. This material is very difficult to work down to an unblemished
surface. The scatter from the substrate alone was at least an order of
magnitude higher than the scatter of a fused silica piece. There seems to
be no other material that we could substitute for the barium fluoride, there-
fore some effort will have to be invested to produce a polished surface with
no sleeks.
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APPENDIX B
SU"STRATE MATERIALS FOR INFRARED/VISIBLE
(10.6 MICRON10.63 MICRON, 0.48 MICRON) DICHROIC BEAMSPLITTERS
The modification of the present optical fine tracking and laser
transmitting system (Laser/Optics Techniques NAS 8-20115 Mod #5) to accommodate
'	 a low-power carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) laser transmitter (approximately 1 watt) oper-
ating at 10.6 microns, rzquires two dichroic beamsplitters having the following
'	 characteristics:
s) A dichroic beamsplitter capable of transmitting
10.6-micron and 0.488-micron light while reflecting
0.633-micron light.
b) A dichroic beamsplitter capable of transmitting
10.6-micron light and reflecting both 0.488- and
0.633-micron light.
Suitable designs exist for dielectric stacks to accomplish these
functions but the choice of substrate material to transmit both visible and
infrared radiation is limited by many factors. The main requirement is that
the substrate shall not absorb significantly in the 10.6-micron channel since
this will produce thermal deformation of the substrate and subsequent wavefront
distortion in the visible channels (0.488 and 0.633 microns). Suitable high
transmission materials in the range 0.5 to 10.6 microns are listed in Table B-I.
The Irtran materials are not satisfactory for a substrate that
transmits coherent visible radiation since their polycrystalline structure
results in excessive coherent scattering and wavefront degradation of visible
laser beams.
t
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TABLE B-1.
Material
•^ Usable WavelengthK Range	 Microns	 ( )
i
^ f
Barium Fluoride	 (BaF 2 ) 0.15 to 15
Sodium Chloride	 (NaCl) 0.21 to 25.0
3J
Potassium Chloride	 (KCI) 0.21 to 30.0
Potassium Bromide	 (KBr) 0.23 to 40.0
Cesium Bromide	 (CsBr) 0.22 to 55.0
Cesium Iodide	 (CSI) 0.29 to 70.0
Irtran 3
	
(polycrystalline	 CaF 2 ) 0.20 to 11.5
Irtran 4	 (polycrystalline ZnSe) 0.48 to 21.8
The ,vain choice lies between barium fluoride, which has a small
absorption at 10.0 microns, and sodium chloride which,is a lossless material
	 M
but extremely hygroscopic. The use of a sodium chloride substrate will elimi-
nate the problems of thermal deformation if the solubility problem can be cir-
cumvented by the use of protective coatings or by heating, above ambient
temperature, but it is not immediately obvious that the small absorption co-
efficient of BaF 2 will lead to significant wavefront distortions when trans-
mitting a low-power 10.6-micron laser beam. As can be seen from Table B-1,
BaF 2 possPSSe , the highest thermal conductivity and lowest expansion coef-
ficient of the alkali halide crystals and is two orders of magnitude less
soluL , than a crystal of NaCl. At wavelengths around 10.6 microns, barium
fluoride has a small absorption coefficient of 0.15cm -1
	 (Figures B-1 and B-2).
To estimate the effect of the absorption in a BaF 2 substrate, the
temperature distribution and thermal deformation were calculated for E thin
plate of BaF 2 and cernpared with experimentally measured deformations using a
low-power 10.6-micron laser. and a Fizeau interferometer.
Surface Deformatica of an Absorbing Thin Plate
The calculation assumes that a small-diameter laser beam passes
through a thin absorbing plate of infinite extent. Thermal equilibrium is
*Compiled from 'Optical Materials for Infra-red Instrumentation" ; University
of 1ichigan, Willow Run Laboratories, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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Figure B-1. Absorption Coefficient for a Selection
of BaF2 Pieces
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due only to heat conducted
convective losses from the
equation. The output inte
2PI (r) _	 o
r.a1
radially from the absorbing region, radiation and
plate surfaces being neglected in the heat balance
nsity of a CO2 laser can be represented by
2
exp ( 
/ 
_ 
2r2
a	
1	 (1)\	 J
where,
a = raVal distance at which the output falls to e-2.x,0.1
of the central intensity
P = total radiated power
0
r == radial distance.
The steady state heat balance equation for a cylindrical annulus
can be written as
_KAr \ dr J + I(r)2nrdrai
 = 
-fir+dr \ dr /	 (2)
r	 r+d r
where,
K = material thermal conductivity
a = its absorption coefficient (cm-
1 }
A r' A
r+dr - '2ylindrical surface areas at radii r and r+dr in a
plate of thickness 2.
The second term represents the radial distribution of heat absirbed from the
laser beam. Using the mean value theorem, one can write the derivative at
r+dr as
r dT ) _ r dT	 + d ( `^ T l ] dr	 (3)
dr J
r+dr
dr	 dr
r
dr %
M
where M is some arbitrary point between the two cylindrical	 surfaces.	 Substi-
tuting Equations	 (1) and (3)	 {nto Equation (2) and setting Ar = 2vri, 	 one obtains
A
r= 21T(r+dr)l.
+dr
B-5
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W1;
2Mien the terms of the order 	 (dr)are dropped,	 the heat balance equation
becomes
2rNP•1
exp (- 2r2
+ K
[dT	 Io
+ r	 d 2 - 0 (4)
`	
/ dr	 J
na	 a dr
i
Since
2 ,d	 dT	 dT	 dT_
dr	 r dr i	 dr + r dr 2 y
Equation	 (4)	 can be written as
2r^vP0
2r2 l d	 dTex	 + K
2	 p \	 ^2 /
r	 = 0.
dr	 dr
na	 a
This can be integrated in a straightforward manner to yield
2P a 2
2r
dr	 Kr	 4n	
^1 - exp (-	 ))
	
constant.2 (5) 
a ^	 '
The arbitrat	 constant is set equal to zero to fit the boundary condition
= Lim	 dr	 0.
r -'	 o
fi
A further integration to obtain the radial temperature distribution can be ob-
tained by expanding the exponential term,	 i.e.,
2P a	 r	 2P a	 r1	 0	 ( 	 dr	 o	 (^ 21	 2r 2	 2 	 12 r 2 3(?r 1	 1	 - 	 1 )drT(r)	 _ _ K	 rn	 J
+
r	 4nK	 ,J \1
	 +
r `	 2
_	 +...
`	 2/
a a	 a0	 0 J
Since the	 first	 two integ-tels cancel and eliminate any problems at the origin,
the radial temperature distribution can be written
= 2Pa ^ I	 1	 n ( 2r2o
2	 1 2P cY1 r	 n 2nr2n-1T (r)	 4nK •1	 r	 (-1)
-
2	 /	 n:	 43, ^_^ (-' )	 2n
n=	 a n=1	 n.	 a0 0
1
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The constant can be evaluated by requiring that
r
T(r)	 T o (ambient) for r » a.
Hence choosin g a value of r = 100a, one obtains
2P 0.0
To	 4nK
°D	 n
L
(-1)n 22n	 (100) 2n + constant1
giving
U^
If^l
°Dn n	 2nr
T(r)	 o	 (-1)n 2n•n! L^a^	 - (100)
2n
J + Tamb	 (6)4nu
n=1
The expansion of the substrate, if one assumes no radial temperature induced
stresses, can then be written as
1(r)	 O (l+a T( r ))	 (7)
where a is the expansion coefficient of the material.
A quick estimate of the effect can be obtained without evaluating
the expansion in Equation (6) by calculation of the value of the paraxial
radius of curvature (r`"o) which is defined as
^,	
( dA  
	
d2R
Ro == Lim	 ( 1 +
	 dr 
)2)112/
 	
2
r -^o `	 dr
'i
The boundary condition that dr -4o, i.e., dr -' o, 	 simplifies the problem to
that of determining the value of
Lim ( d2T
r	 o	 dr2
since the paraxial radius of curvature now becomes
2
dr
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From equation (5) a,ld using L'Hopital's rule, one obtains
Lim
d2T ^	 Pocr
(	
9r - o	 dr	 Krta
and the paraxial radius of curvature becomes simply 	 i
R 
= K1;a 2	(8)
o P0 0
The surface deformation obtained from the sag formula is thus	 t
a 01 P
pZ =
	 Krr 0 0
	 (9)
and the equivalent focal length of the substrate can be obtained from the thin
lens formula.
An exact solution for the radial temperature distribution can be
obtained by numerically integrating Equation 5 out to sufficiently large radii
since the equation reduces to
2P a
dr	 Kr	 41t	
for r > 3a ,	 (10)
i.e., within good approximation the radial temperature variation becomes loga-
rithmic. Figure B-3 shows the expected radial temperature distribution for
laser beams of various diameters. The expansion of one surface of the substrate
can be calculated from this if one takes into account thermally induced radial
stress as
LZ = (v+-1) 2 a*LT	 (11)
where v is Poisson's ratio (approximately 0.1 to 0.3 for most glasses).
To verify this analytical model, measurements were made for a BaF2
plate (25 mm x 5 mm thick) heated by a low-power CO 2 laser beam (1.3 watts).
i
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Figure B-3. Radial Temperature Distrtbution in a Thin
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Thermal Deformation of a BaF 2 Substrate - Experimental
Thermal deformations of t:ie order of fractions of the wavelength
o: viaible light can easily be measured using the Fizeau interferometer (multi-
ple beams) illustrated in Figure B-4. The interferometer is formed by a BaF2
substrate (A), coated for maximum reflectivity at 6328 A and separated by a thin
wedge of air from a silvered optical reference flat (B). When the interferome-
ter is illuminated by a collimated beam from a helium-neon laser, very bright
and narrow fringes are formed in transmission and are localized in the air
wedge. These fringes can be observed and photographed through the mirror (C)
which has a small hole in its center to allow a CO2 laser beam to be directed
at the BaF 2 substrate. The CO2 beam is transmitted through the substrate and
the red reflecting dic.^lectric coating; and is reflected from the silvered op-
tical flat. This ensures that none of the measured deformations are clue to
absorption in tie glass reft:rencE flat.
The output beam from the CO2
 laser is focused by a 25-cm Irtran 4
lens to allow `he beam diameter in the BaF 2 flat to be varied by moving the
whole interferorr.eter. The beam diameter is estimated by the spot size charred
ir, a piece of heal-senAtive paper (Thermofax paper) and the output power is
measured using a calibrated set of thermocouples attached to a blackened metal
disc at the base of a reflecting metal cone.
'file	 fringe pattern produced in the interferometer before the BaF2
substrate	 is heated is shown in Figure B-5 and that due to a 5-minute heating
period with a	 3- rmr -diameter beam	 (1.3 watts)	 is shown
	 in Figure B-6. The over-
exposed portion on the left of the
	 frame is due to light
	
from the CO 2 laser
plasma being reflected into the camera by the mirror.
	 Figure B-7 shows the
deformation of the substrate in a	 radial. direction
	 for three different beam
+ diameters as obtained from photographs of the fringe patterns.
	
The maximum
deviations for a	 1-cm radius from these curves are compared with the defor-
mations calculated from Figure B-3 and Equation 10 for a double pass through
the substrate and are as	 follov:s:
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Figure B-5. Fizeau Fringe Pattern After 5 Minute Heating with a 1.3 Watt
co2 Laser (3mm Bean; Diameter)
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Figure B-6. Fizeau Fringe Pattern for the Unheated BaF2
Su`)sLrate
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1i CO2 laser power 1.3	 watts 1.3 watts 1.3 watts
Beam diameter 4.0 iam 8.0 mm 10.0 mm
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r
Temperature difference
between center and a
1-cm radius (analytical)	 2.1°K
	 0.85°K	 0.5°K
Deformation (LZ) in
waves (0.5 micron)
(analytical)	 0.65%
	
0.27%	 0.16%
Deformation (,^Z) in
waves (0.5 micron)
(experimental)	 0.75`,	 0.55ti
The surface deformation can be reduced by using a thinner substrate
and larger diameter beams. but even for a 2-mm-thick substrate and an 8-mm-
diameter beam the surface would be deformed by 1/10th wave producing wavefront
distortions of 1/5th wave on reflection.
It is evident that even in low-power Co l laser applications, dichroic
filters coated onto barium fluoride substrates will undergo substantial surface
deformations. Therefore sodium chloride substrates should be used where 10.6u
laser power exceeds about 0.5 watt in ar 8-mm-diameter beam provided that
adequate precautions are taken against damage to the substrate by water vapor.
a
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AP?ENDIX C
MODULATOR FOR 10.6-MICRON CO2
 LASER LIGHT
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Several new solid state modulators have been proposed for CO2
f
	
	
laser light in recent years and these are reviewed here vith a view to choosing
the most suitable one for systems use.
The most recent device utilizes field-induced free carrier absorp-
tion of 10.6-micron light at the surfaces of a semiconductor crystal (Ce).1
The intensity of the laser beam is controlled by a modulation voltage applied
!^ l^	 to the crystal, which in turn controls the density of the space charge on the
I ^
	
	 semiconductor surfaces. The device, as constructed, essentially traps the
lase: beam inside the crystal by total internal reflection and in this way the
beam interacts with the surface space charge many times. Small signal analysis;
of the device shows that the modulation depth is proportional to the cube of
the radiation wavelength but quantitatively amounts to only 1.5 percent at 10.6
microns for a drive voltage of 500 volts. The author states that a 40 percent
modulation may be possible with a reasonable amount of development by using
T
higher field strergths,reducing the surface Rate density, and by using ab-
s
sorption by holes rather than by electrons; however, the device has limited
^-	 application since only amplitude modulation can be produced.
Ultrasonic diffraction has been used by several researchers 2,3
to produce both CW and pulsed modulation of 10.6-micron laser light. A modu-
lation depth of 0.5 percent at 10.c microns has been observed using an ultra-
;
	
	
sonic carrier frequency of 20 M11z 2
 and 16 percent modulation obtained by using
standing, acoustic waves. Acoustic diffraction in crystals of tellurium  is
1D.W. Peters, Applied Optics, Vol. 6, No. 6, June 1967.
2 H.R. Carleton and R.A. Soref, Applied Phys. Letters, Vol. 9, No. 3, Aug. 1966.
3 R.W. Dixon and A.N. Chest=r, Applied Phys. Letters, Vol. 9, No. 5, Sept. 1966.
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considerably :tore efficient (40 to 100 percent) since the amount of light
diffracted is proportional to the cube of the crystal refractive index
(no =. 4.8 , n 
	 5.2). Pulsed acoustic waves (2 Usec duration) were used in
a 1 cm of tellurium to avoid acoustic resonances. Although theoretically capable
of diffracting 100 percent of the incident radiation, Bragg effect devices are
only suitable for amplitude modulation of CO2 laser light.
An eleczro-optic :lator (RCA Model J2036Vi) using a long crystal
of gallium arsenide has been constructed by Walsh 4 and is capable of modulating
the amplitude, phase, and polarization of a CO 2 laser beam over a 100 megacycle
bandwidth. The device produces a modulation depth of 60 percent for a 700-volt
rms signal at 10.6 microns and is also :apable of efficient modulation at all
wavelengths in the region 2 to 12 microns.
The performances of the three types of modulators are summarized
in Table C-I and, as is evident, the electro-optic gallium arsenide modulator
provides the only practical device at present.
4T.E. Walsh, R.C.A. Review, Vol XXVII, No. 3, Sept. 66.
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